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Executive Summary

At first glance scholarly communication may not seem like an incredibly important issue. It’s how we find out what’s happening in research, which is of course vitally important to researchers, policymakers, journalists and the public. But the norms and practices of scholarly communication are also tightly interwoven with a broad ecosystem of other important issues such as academic promotion and tenure, research funding, copyright, economic development, and even the pace, nature and integrity of scientific discovery. So while we may not blink when Facebook and Twitter change to keep up with our world’s rapidly evolving information expectations and practices, when scholarly communication is buffeted by these same forces the disruption that occurs is significant on many levels. How is scholarly communication holding up? What should its future look like? Are the solutions being adopting the right ones? Are we satisfied with the current pace and trajectory of open access, embargoes, peer review, digital preservation, data access, journal costs, impact tracking and institutional repositories?

Different stakeholder groups—universities, researchers, commercial publishers, funding organizations, scholarly societies, libraries, governments, open access advocates and so on—have focused on improving scholarly communication for many years now but generally as interest or industry groups and not as a broad stakeholder community. Because of the scope of impact of scholarly communication and because there are so many divergent perspectives on this issue—by stakeholder group, discipline, country and more—many have concluded that coming up with a broad, large-scale, collaborative, global approach to scholarly communication issues is vitally important, now more than ever, not just to protect the future health of research but also to ensure that the solutions we adopt today won’t widen the information access gap that already exists between wealthy and developing regions of the world (and indeed that ideally, global efforts will help close this gap and help sustain a more equitable future for information access).

The Open Scholarship Initiative (OSI) was developed to address this need. The **objective of OSI is to build a new and robust framework for direct communication and cooperation among all nations and stakeholders in order to improve scholarly communication, beginning with scholarly publishing and the issues that surround it**—and to the extent possible to help usher in common understanding and achievable, sustainable solutions and the capacity to work toward these solutions together. To accomplish this, OSI, which has been developed in partnership between the National Science Communication Institute (nSCI) and the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO), has created a large community of high-level delegates from stakeholder groups around the world and convened this community in extended conversations, meetings and collaborative efforts—executive officers from key groups chosen to represent a cross-section of interests and opinions, authorized in most cases to speak on behalf of their institutions and in a position to reach agreements and push forward change.

The first meeting of this group happened this past April (OSI2016). Meetings are just one part of the overall OSI strategy, which consists of a continuous 10 year-long effort to expand perspectives, explore options, build partnerships with the many other groups who are also trying to affect change in these areas, research answers and fix problems, punctuated by annual meetings to build new bridges and dig more deeply into key issues. A central tenet of OSI’s still-evolving program will be to help figure out how these different groups and voices can work effectively together to rapidly achieve common goals and actionable, sustainable solutions. Improving the
global reach of OSI will also be important in this effort: OSI is not yet to the point where it is truly global or inclusive process—more work remains to be done but this effort is off to a strong start.

### Issue Overview and OSI’s Role

Publish or perish. That’s all most people know about the world of scholarly publishing. Research happens and then researchers transmit their findings. The full extent of this process is referred to as scholarly communication—everything that happens between the lab and the newspapers, including how articles are written, reviewed, submitted for publication, published, reviewed by the press, and communicated to policy makers and the public, as well as all other research “dissemination” activities via marketing, speaking, conferences, social media, books and so on.

Scholarly publishing is the capstone of this effort within academia—a modest but vital part of the scholarly communication spectrum related mostly to peer-reviewed journals in the sciences and monographs in the humanities. The core of this process (recognizing that many changes to it have happened over time) is an ancient and critical part of the scholarly communication process, steeped in history and arcanity, loaded with rules particular to each field, funding agency, and journal, and laced at the institutional level with incentives like promotion and tenure. This system is old and familiar, serves a purpose, and has broad buy-in from the research community, but it is changing—not necessarily quickly but energetically and in different directions. As a consequence it is probably fair to say that no one in academia is confident right now what the road ahead looks like for scholarly publishing. In addition, this commotion has caused a trickle down effect, feeding uncertainty about what kind of research we’re valuing, publishing, and funding; about the reproducibility of research (is research working the way it should?); about why and how universities and research institutions should incentivize and recognize different types of research communication (and how these decisions affect promotion and tenure); about the impact of the Internet on best practices for research communication; about whether research is sufficiently accessible by the people worldwide who need to read it (a conversation limited not just to library budgets but to whether there is a basic human right to science knowledge that we need to acknowledge); and a host of other issues such as open access (making information immediately and freely available for use and reuse), peer review, embargoes, impact factors, data deposits, preservation, institutional repositories, access costs and much more.

Different stakeholder groups have worked on these and related issues for years but rarely together in a broad, large-scale collaborative and global way. There has been collaboration and agreement at the margins, but in terms of achieving broad or rapid movement stakeholders have been generally been working to advance solutions that meet their particular needs, and these solutions are neither all-encompassing nor collaborative across widely differing viewpoints, groups, regions and disciplines. And the end result, some would argue, has been less than optimal progress toward open, too many solutions that don’t necessarily mesh well and a lingering air of distrust and acrimony between some stakeholder groups who are tired of fighting over their differences, even though they all care deeply about the future of scholarly communication writ large.

To many experts and observers, then, it has become apparent that if solutions to scholarly communication-related issues are going to emerge that are widely embraced, effective and sustainable—particularly at the global level where different countries often have vastly different outlooks on these issues—stakeholders will need to engage
directly, openly discuss their different ideas and perspectives, and figure out ways to knit together and build on work that has already been done and then fill in the gaps. Developing a broad, collaborative, global approach is seen as critical—now more than ever—to support the future of research (including evaluation and funding), and efforts to develop better global information access and equity. Arguably, even global economic development and public policy development will be affected by how the future of research publishing unfolds. For such an important issue and as in any multi-stakeholder environment—from environmental protection to medical research to international policy—mechanisms need to exist where representatives of different stakeholder groups can speak directly to one another so they can collaborate and coordinate on developing systems and policies that govern shared products, processes and resources. No single actor in a multi-stakeholder system like this can enact system-wide change unilaterally; a mechanism for collaborative action needs to exist but it doesn’t currently exist in scholarly communication on a broad scale.

So if we are going to fix this system, what should it look like? Who should decide and why? The Open Scholarship Initiative (OSI) was designed to tackle the issues in scholarly communication (beginning with scholarly publishing) by bringing together high-level representatives (importantly, people with decision making authority) from all the key stakeholder groups to share perspectives. The goal of OSI is to build a sustainable, robust framework for direct communication and cooperation among nations, universities, researchers, publishers, funding organizations, scholarly societies, libraries, policy makers, and other scholarly publishing stakeholders, in order to shape the future of scholarly communication, beginning with scholarly publishing and the issues that surround it, to support a climate for finding common understanding and workable solutions and to help this stakeholder community move toward these solutions together. OSI was developed by the National Science Communication Institute (nSCI) in early 2015 in partnership with and funded in large part by the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) and George Mason University, which also hosted the first annual OSI summit of global leaders earlier this year (in late April).

The first meeting of OSI delegates—dubbed OSI2016—was designed to address some very broad and foundational questions that underpin this effort. What do we mean by publishing for instance? Who should decide what is and isn’t open? What is the moral-ethical case for open? By airing these different ideas and perspectives in a diverse environment filled with high-level decision makers, meeting delegates worked to find common ground on where to begin moving forward together. OSI2016 brought together 190 delegates from 12 countries, 15 stakeholder groups and 182 institutions to answer these questions—including high-level representatives from 50 major research universities, 35 scholarly publishers, 24 government policy organizations, 23 scholarly libraries and groups, 23 non-university research institutions, 17 open knowledge groups, eight faculty and education groups and more. Future meetings will be at least the same size or larger, and will include even more international representation.

OSI2016 was the first of ten planned annual meetings. Between meetings, other elements of OSI will continue to develop, including studies, pilot projects, partnership agreements and so on. Annual meetings will underpin this effort and will give delegates an important opportunity to meet and interact but the bulk of the substantive work of the broader OSI effort will continue year-round.
OSI by the numbers (see Annex 3 for details)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Delegates</th>
<th>Stakeholder distribution</th>
<th>Funding support ($169k)</th>
<th>Expenses ($169k)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Individuals: 190*</td>
<td>50 research universities (25%)</td>
<td>Delegate registration fees, $58k (34%)</td>
<td>Meals (52%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Institutions: 184*</td>
<td>37 scholarly publishers (19%)</td>
<td>UNESCO, $48k (29%)</td>
<td>Transportation (12%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Countries: 12**</td>
<td>24 government policy orgs (12%)</td>
<td>Other sponsors, $42.5k (25%)</td>
<td>Management fee (10%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stakeholder groups: 15</td>
<td>23 scholarly libraries and groups (12%)</td>
<td>Sloan Foundation, $20k (12%)</td>
<td>IT (8%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Workgroups: 16</td>
<td>23 non-university research institutions (12%)</td>
<td>Other donations, $350 (0%)</td>
<td>Conference-related materials (7%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scholarships granted: 80</td>
<td>17 open knowledge groups (9%)</td>
<td>Entertainment (7%)</td>
<td>Other hotel-related (2%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initiative partners: 3</td>
<td>14 other (scholcomm, journalists, politicians, funders)</td>
<td>Other admin (1%)</td>
<td>Other admin (1%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sponsors: 13</td>
<td>8 faculty &amp; education groups (4%)</td>
<td>Credit card transaction fees (1%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Most but not all of the key groups in scholarly publishing were represented. All groups were invited to attend and no one was deliberately excluded or omitted.

**Most OSI2016 delegates were from the US and UK

OSI2016 Outcomes

What did all these smart people accomplish at OSI2016? The dust is still settling but the biggest win may have been that this group came together at all, and with a shared sense of purpose that they could and should work together to help guide the future of scholarly communication and publishing. In a survey conducted shortly after the meeting we know there is a general sense among delegates right now of hope and enthusiasm, laced with uncertainty about what comes next and when. The word cloud below was created by participants, who were asked to list five words that best described this event to them.

The actionable outcomes from OSI2016 will flow from two sources: the OSI Action Plan (see summary in Annex 5), and the final papers that OSI2016 workgroups wrote together (available on the OSI website at osinitiative.org/2016-outputs). Workgroups were the central organizing feature of OSI2016. All 190 delegates were assigned to diverse workgroups of 10-12 delegates each and spent most of their conference time (in addition to pre-conference online conversations and studying; see Annex 1 for details) debating the answers to foundational questions in scholarly publishing like “What is open?” and “Who decides?”

We are modestly hopeful that some of the conclusions and recommendations developed by these groups will be usable starting points for conversation and might even eventually lead to real breakthroughs and progress.
Indeed, some of the proposals put forward by OSI2016 delegates are bold and insightful; others do a good job of capturing the complexity of the challenges ahead; still others concede that more study is needed. These are all complex questions requiring thoughtful and deliberate conversations. After receiving feedback from a wider stakeholder audience the OSI group will fine-tune at least some of these proposals into workable action plans—a process which is already underway.

The ideas in these papers can be grouped into two main categories: Overarching themes and specific recommendations. The overarching themes are helping inform the OSI group about where to focus next—where to find consensus and what issues are most fundamental to the success of reform efforts. These themes from OSI2016 can be characterized as follows:

1. **Acknowledging:** Scholarly communication is changing and this change presents opportunities and challenges.
2. **Describing:**
   - Some of the change that is happening involves *shaking up the current system to utilize publishing tools and approaches that may be better suited to an Internet-based information world*. But not all current and needed changes fall into this category. Indeed, some of the most needed changes do not.
3. **Doing (general guidelines for action):**
   - We don’t have a clear, coordinated action plan for improving open. What needs to happen today, tomorrow and the day after? Who are the actors, what are the mileposts, what are the likely impacts, and how do we measure success? (Note that these concerns don’t necessary suggest that OSI itself should create and evaluate specific programs of work. Rather, this is a commentary on the need for OSI to identify what it can do and how it will operate, and then farther down the road, what kinds of synergies OSI can encourage.)
   - Some change will need to involve reforming the communications culture inside academia, where old publishing methods, measures and perceptions can drive author choices and be used as proxies for merit when evaluating grant awards and tenure decisions. And some will need to involve examining our own biases that publishing is a binary proposition involving either open or closed, subscription or APC-based, right or wrong. Open, impact, author choices, peer review and other key concepts all exhibit a range of values. Identifying non-binary measures for some of these values (as proposed by several workgroups) may be helpful insofar as allowing stakeholders to focus on improving areas most in need of change and comparing progress and best practices across disciplines, institutions, publishing approaches, funders and so on.
   - Any widespread change is going to require a widespread effort. There are simply too many stakeholders with different interests and perspectives who influence different decision points. No single stakeholder or group will be able to affect this kind of change unilaterally.
   - How do we make these reforms in response to the needs and concerns of authors rather than in spite of authors (authors are not a homogenous group with common interests or opinions, of course, but there was some sense among delegates that reform efforts could be better attuned to what authors needed)?
   - How do we make changes across disciplines (which have different needs) and that also effectively build on the efforts of the many stakeholders in this space?
- How do we reform the system without losing its benefits?
- How do we move from simply repairing dysfunction to creating a more ideal publishing world and reaping the benefits that such a world could provide in terms of participation, efficacy, efficiency, and discovery?
- Developing standards and norms would be helpful as we move forward, as well as answers to a number of key questions.

To the skeptic it may not seem significant that a large group of high level delegates agreed that change is happening, that the challenges are great, and that clear, coordinated action is needed. But to the optimist, the exact opposite is true: It is encouraging that publishers and policymakers, open advocates and skeptics, funders and library heads, scientists and humanities leaders all agree that the scholarly communication system needs to be repaired as a group and that we need a foundation for action. No groups are walking away from the table, and no one is threatening to force change on the other (indeed, 99% of OSI2016 delegates plan to stay involved in OSI conversations during 2016-17 and over half will attend the OSI2017 meeting).

Some of the key specific recommendations developed by the OSI2016 are listed below. Bear in mind that these recommendations came from high-level representatives of multi-stakeholder workgroups. They aren’t just pie-in-the-sky proposals, but in many cases starting points for conversation that major publishers and research universities may be willing to stand behind:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Workgroup</th>
<th>Key action items</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>What is publishing 1</td>
<td>Explore disaggregating the current services provided by publishers (such as filtering, editing, dissemination, registration, and so on) and how current scholarly publishing stakeholders might be incentivized to embrace these changes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What is publishing 2</td>
<td>Explore ways to change the publishing culture inside of academia, including systems of academic recognition and reward. Identify unmet author needs, and gaps in evidence and knowledge, develop disciplinary approaches, and use pilots rather than one-size-fits-all approaches.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What is open?</td>
<td>The scholarly community’s current definition of “open” captures only some of the attributes of openness that exist across different publishing models and content types. We suggest that the different attributes of open exist along a broad spectrum and propose an alternative way of describing and evaluating openness based on four attributes: discoverable, accessible, reusable, and transparent. These four attributes of openness, taken together, form the draft “DART Framework for Open Access.” This framework can be applied to both research artifacts as well as research processes.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Who decides?                    | 1. Evaluation: Re-assess the criteria for academic tenure and promotion  
                                   a. Fully consider OA publications on the same footing as all other outlets in research assessment  
                                   b. Research and validate the use of altmetrics  
                                   c. Reward greater openness  
                                   2. Incubation: Nurture alternative, community-driven publishing models  
                                   3. Transformation: Facilitate a “global flip” of research journals from subscription-based to OA. |
| Moral dimensions                | In this transition period, we need to encourage a period of exploration and grace in the search for new models, while being prepared to judge such efforts by the highest moral standards. We must consider, for example, whether a particular invention maximizes the new digital affordances in order to increase universal access. We consider it our responsibility to make judgments about the morality of acts, artifacts, systems, and processes, but not on the morality of people and organizations. |
| Usage dimensions                | 1. Perform a landscape assessment of scholarly communication and workflow tools to categorize current best practices, standards and norms.  
                                   2. Create an issue brief concerning funder support of open access. OSI should identify conversations that
are already happening in this area, looking for synergies and potential partnerships, and facilitate knowledge sharing in this area.

**Evolving open 1**
1. We need a better understanding of how the system works now. Specifically, we need a comprehensive study that shows in detail, country by country, how funding, tenure, and promotion decisions are made and the role of research outputs and activities within this decision making process.
2. As a community and at a high level, define an ideal future across all issues—peer review, impact factors, etc.
3. Ensure that any new impact system adopted be transparent.

**Evolving open 2**
1. We recommend that OSI commission the development of a comprehensive set of resources and messaging efforts, targeted to specific audiences, to increase the profile of open access across stakeholder groups.
2. We recommend that OSI appoint a Task Force to develop a strategy for the establishment of an open access venture fund, and deliver a report at OSI 2017.
3. We recommend that the topic of liberating subscription budgets (and the dissolution of “big deal” models) be a future OSI Working Group, with representation from both libraries and publishers.
4. We recommend that an OSI Working Group identify and seek ways to close gaps within the OA infrastructure, beyond STM journals (the lack of developed infrastructure beyond STM journals and the fragmentation and lack of interoperability of systems and processes.

**Open impacts**
Openness scores should be developed, as well as utilization and economic impact measures. Ideas are proposed for what would be included in the baselines of each such evaluation. More research is needed and proposed, perhaps as standing (ongoing) OSI efforts.

**Participation**
1. Cultural change
2. Consistent messaging
3. More and better open publications
4. Institutional commitments to scholcomm efforts (including adjusting incentive and reward systems)
5. Support more research into solutions and sticking points

**Overload & underload**
1. Increase information literacy efforts toward understanding the behavior of information systems and economies, which can in turn prepare students and scholars to make both more understandable to others.
2. Expand information literacy to include knowledge about the nature of computation and its control over what is accessible from and delivered to our devices.
3. To address the overabundance of information that causes overload, filtering systems are needed to identify, sort, select, and summarize relevant information.
4. To address the problem of underdelivery of or lack of access to information, known as information underload, remove widespread sociopolitical, technological, educational, geographic, and financial barriers.
5. Apply more open metadata, social media, digital tools and networked expertise to advance discovery. Better exposure and discovery options for scholarly products are still needed, as well as the means to understand and apply them.
6. Convert more content into a machine-shareable form and continue promoting openness through responsible curating, archiving and discovery of raw data.
7. Advocate for mandatory copyright exception for text mining and encourage publishers and vendors to remove obstructions to mining content.

**Repositories & preservation**
1. Clarify opportunities for UNESCO and WSIS to engage in this effort
2. Coordinate action among meta-organizations (e.g., COAR, CLIR/ DLF)
3. Raise funds for improved sustainability and stewardship through investments and endowments in repositories
4. Support aggregation driven by preservation concerns, such as:
   a. Electronic legal deposit (UK)
   b. Portico, Chronopolis, APTTrust, and DuraSpace
   c. DPN, MetaArchive Cooperative, CLOCKSS
5. Build workflows and an ecosystem in order to ensure long-term access and preservation.

**Peer review**
1. Pre-publication peer review:
   - We encourage the use of preprint servers
| Embargoes | A project is proposed to study and reform the current embargo system. The stages of this project are as follows:
|           | 1. funder identification (already begun) and brief (drafted)
|           | 2. literature review (already begun)
|           | 3. case studies analysis
|           | 4. employing researcher(s) and surveying stakeholders
|           | 5. analysis of survey data and presentation at OSI 2017 (by the OSI 2016 Embargo Workgroup). The OSI Embargo Workgroup has prepared a set of draft survey questions and will analyze the survey data and present it to OSI 2017 |
| Impact factors | 1. DORA recommendations should be implemented. Future OSI workgroups should assess the initial response of research funders, especially in the biomedical field, to this proposed action and amend the following actions accordingly.
|           | 2. Create templates for universities / disciplines, to facilitate the development of appropriate tenure and promotion frameworks to implement DORA
|           | 3. Create an international metrics lab, learning from prior attempts to do this, and staffed with a coalition of groups already in this space (as identified in the report).
|           | 4. Share information about the JIF, metrics, their use and misuse, via a resource page on the OSI website and partnerships with institutions as identified in the report
|           | 5. Improve the validity of the JIF as one indicator of journal quality (OSI workgroups focused on indicators or impact factors should draft a list of improvements required to the JIF) |
| At-large | 1. Promotion and tenure was discussed at some point in most, if not all, workgroups. Notably, there was no team expressly designated to tackling the question of promotion and tenure. There is recognition that while promotion and tenure is a key component of the publishing ecosystem, there is perhaps little that publishers themselves can do to influence the process. In this sense, OSI could conceivably work with other stakeholders throughout the academic system to express perspectives and positions on this evolution.
|           | 2. More focus on impact is another idea. The at-large committee’s observations lend credence to the idea that a “spectrum of impact” measure might be developed by OSI to parallel the spectrum of open proposal. Specifically, a theme running as an undercurrent in many workgroup discussions was a greater need to focus on assessment of the value of research and scholarship. Notably, nearly all participants in the OSI2016 conference, and most stakeholders in the entire scholarly publishing ecosystem, have an interest and need to measure the impact of research and scholarship.
|           | 3. Improve composition and representation for OSI2017, begin focusing on action instead of ideas |

Drawing from this summary, then, and from other conversations about the broad goals of OSI, we have concluded that OSI2017 and the OSI efforts between now and April of 2017 should focus on these key points:
1. Develop partnership agreements to work together to change the culture of communication inside academia (and as part of this effort, clarify messaging with regard to benefits and impacts of open).

2. Lay the groundwork for promotion and tenure reform (a framework agreement with stakeholder partners to disentangle the influence of journal publishing and make evaluation more transparent).

3. Pilot new spectrum measures for “open” and impact (see the reports from the “Open Impacts” and “What is Open?” workgroups). Also assess the routes by which such measures might come into common use and the lessons to be learned from previous attempts that have not been taken up.

4. Develop and recommend new tools to replace the journal impact factor.

5. Fund studies or pilots that will help:
   a. Identify which publishing services can/should be better handled by others (disaggregated).
   b. Assemble and supplement as needed an evidence base to better inform our policies regarding embargoes.
   c. Develop a stronger underpinning (economic modeling?) for the discussion surrounding the idea of pushing a global flip to open using APCs (e.g., how might this affect access in the global south?).
   d. Identify the economic impacts of open.
   e. Get a better understanding of how the system works now, and then identify scholarly publishing standards, norms, best practices, exit strategies, incentive systems, and a future ideal.

6. Identify which scholarly publishing stakeholders can work together on these and other efforts and how (multiple stakeholders require a convening power).

7. Develop new funding models such as a venture fund that can allow more support for joint efforts, or improve the flexibility of library budgets (e.g., by examining the efficiency of “big deals”).

8. Propose radical new repository interoperability and infrastructure solutions.

9. Develop a broader and clearer description of peer review that takes into account the different needs for different stages.

Some of the proposals not raised at OSI2016 but that might be included in OSI2017 (and beyond) include:

1. Focus more on patent literature, research reports, databases and other published information. OSI by design has a university-centric and journal-centric bias to the perspectives being considered. Patent literature, research reports, and databases are also important sources of research information—more so than journals in some disciplines (although these still reference journal articles). As with journal articles this information isn’t always free or easy to find and is suffering from some of the same usability issues as journal articles.

2. Focus more on monographs and other long forms of publication (aside from journal articles).

3. Dig into the feasibility of the All-Scholarship Repository, a stand-alone effort that may align with the recommendations of the OSI2016 repositories workgroup. An early assessment of this effort was made by the original OSI working group in their February 2014 report.

At least a portion of the OSI2017 conference will focus on implementing OSI2016 proposals (or tracking the implementation of these proposals) and following through on progress, impacts and needed adjustments. A final determination about which proposals will be followed this year will be completed by the Fall of 2017. During 2016 OSI delegates may also look for quick wins that can help set the stage for more partnerships and efforts. See Annex 5 for more details.
The Future of OSI

While the rough outlines are beginning to take shape, precisely what OSI will look like going forward has yet to be determined. However, OSI2016 was an important step forward in this evolution. It is commendable that this stakeholder community has started to engage in this process.

This first event was made possible by financial support from 12 organizations plus delegate fees (which provided the largest portion of support). Continuing to grow the funding base for this effort will be a key focus in the coming years in order to ensure that we have sufficient people and resources in place to make things happen.

A fully-funded OSI program may require an annual budget of several millions of dollars. How much budget expenditure is warranted is a matter of perspective. Are there other projects that could create more benefit than OSI for the same expenditure? Is this expenditure worth the investment of time and money for stakeholders? In the sense that OSI is the only effort focusing on building a broad, international coalition of stakeholder groups to pursue reform together, then there really is no cost comparator. And in terms of the cost outlay, a few million dollars annually is small compared to the size of the scholarly publishing ecosystem, particularly when all the tangential costs and impacts for the wide variety of stakeholder groups are considered. Investing a modest amount in OSI annually (considered across the entire stakeholder investment in scholarly publishing and without judgment as to who should contribute or how much—only that all stakeholders should ideally participate) holds the potential to improve the scholarly communication landscape for everyone by:

- Achieving open goals faster and on a more predictable trajectory by bringing all stakeholders to the same side of the table to push together toward their common goals (while continuing to work out their differences on tangential issues),
- Creating multiple platforms for working on scholarly communication improvements together as a broad stakeholder community (these platforms will expand as OSI’s ability to collaborate and communicate increases),
- Increasing the efficiency and effectiveness of stakeholders by facilitating the development of a common roadmap of goals, policies, and standards in scholarly communication, and
- In the end, increasing the amount of science information available to the world and the number of people who can access this information.

About nSCI

The National Science Communication Institute (nSCI) is the parent body of OSI. The goal of nSCI is to change the culture of communication inside science. Other nSCI projects related to OSI include the All-Scholarship Repository (ASR), the Science Communication Network and the Science Communication PhD program. Funding for OSI and these other efforts flows through nSCI with no overhead. nSCI is a 501c3 tax-exempt nonprofit charity registered in Washington State (EIN 27-4690007). For more information about nSCI, please visit nationalscience.org.
Annex 1: OSI2016 Workgroup Questions

Each of these questions was addressed by diverse 10-12 person teams. Some teams were more diverse than others due to last-minute shifts in attendance, but overall, the conference was balanced by design to represent a broad swath of perspectives in scholarly publishing.

WHAT IS PUBLISHING?

What do we mean by publishing in today’s world? What should be the goals of scholarly publishing? What are the ideals to which scholarly publishing should aspire? What roles might scholarly publishers have in the future? What scenarios exist where publishers continue to play a vital role but information moves more freely? What impact might these reforms have on the health of publishers? Scholarly societies? Science research? Why?

WHAT IS OPEN?

There is a broad difference of opinion among the many stakeholders in scholarly publishing about how to precisely define open access publishing. Are “open access” and “open data” what we mean by open? Does “open” mean anything else? Does it mean “to make available,” or “to make freely available in a particular format?” Is a clearer definition needed (or maybe just better education on the current definition)? Why or why not? At present, some stakeholders see public access as being an acceptable stopping point in the move toward open access. Others see “open” as requiring free and immediate access, with articles being available in CC-BY format. The range of opinions between these extremes is vast. How should these differences be decided? Who should decide? Is it possible to make binding recommendations (and how)? Is consensus necessary? What are the consequences of a lack of consensus?

WHO DECIDES?

Tied to this question of who should decide the future of open access, who should have the power to make changes to scholarly publishing practices? Do these powers flow from publishers, institutions, tenure committees, funding agencies, authors, or all of the above? All of the above? None of the above? What are the pros, cons, and consequences of different institutions and interest groups developing and implementing their own solutions (even the one-off variety)? Is federal oversight needed? Global coordination (through an organization like UNESCO)?

WHAT ARE THE MORAL DIMENSIONS OF OPEN?

Does society have a moral imperative to share knowledge freely, immediately, and without copyright restriction? A legal imperative? Why or why not? What about research funded by governments? Corporations? Cancer research? For that matter, is our current mechanism for funding scholarly publishing just or unjust? What other models are there? What are the pros and cons of these models? What is the likelihood of change?
WHAT ARE THE USAGE DIMENSIONS OF OPEN?

What are the usage-related challenges currently faced by open efforts? For instance, open data is intriguing in principle, but in reality, making underlying data open can be problematic, conflicting with the need for research secrecy (whether driven by the desire to be first to publish, or the desire of funders to hold onto data to protect future discovery potential), the potential for misinterpretation by other researchers, and so on. Publishing clinical trial data in open formats is also intriguing but would run afoul of many current consent agreements, particularly older consents. Open access is similarly challenged in some instances by a conflict between which version of papers is allowed to appear in open repositories. What is the value of archiving non-final versions? What are the range of issues here, what are the perspectives, and what might be some possible solutions?

EVOLVING OPEN SOLUTIONS

Are the scholarly publishing tools we’re using today still the right ones? Is the monograph still the best format in the humanities? Is the journal article still best in STM? These products can be difficult to produce and edit, nearly impenetrable to read, and—as in the case of clinical research information—they aren’t necessarily the best-suited formats for capturing every piece of necessary information (like protocols and datasets in medical research) and showing how this information is all connected to other scholarship. What other formats and options are being considered or used? What are the prospects of change? How about the stakeholder universe itself? How are roles, responsibilities and expectations changing (and where might they end up)? Are we “settling” on half-measures or on the best possible solutions?

OPEN IMPACTS

How fast is open access growing? Is this fast enough? Why or why not? What are the impacts of currently evolving open systems? For instance, are overall costs being reduced for scholarly libraries? Is global access to scholarly information increasing? What about in the Global South? What is the impact in this region of increasing adoption of the author-pays system? What pressures is the move to open placing on institutions and systems and what are the costs/benefits?

PARTICIPATION IN THE CURRENT SYSTEM

Do researchers and scientists participate in the current system of scholarly publishing because they like it, they need it, they don’t have a choice in the matter, or they don’t really care one way or another? What perceptions, considerations and incentives do academicians have for staying the course (like impact factors and tenure points), and what are their pressures and incentives for changing direction (like lowering publishing charges)?

INFORMATION OVERLOAD & UNDERLOAD

Information underload occurs when we don’t have access to the information we need (for a variety of reasons, including cost)—researchers based at smaller institutions and in the global periphery, policymakers, and the general public, particularly with regard to medical research. Overload occurs when we can access everything but are simply overwhelmed by the torrent of information available (not all of which is equally valuable). Are these issues two sides of the same coin? In both cases, how can we work together to figure out how to get people the
information they need? Can we? How widespread are these issues? What are the economic and research consequences of information underload and overload?

**PRESERVATION, REPOSITORIES & MANDATES**

Are we satisfied with the current state of global knowledge preservation? What are the current preservation methods? Who are the actors? Is this system satisfactory? What role do institutional repositories play in this process? What does the future hold for these repositories (taking into account linking efforts, publishing company concerns about revenue declines, widespread dark archiving practices, and so on)? Would new mandates help (or do we simply need to tighten existing mandates so they actually compel authors to do certain things)? And how do versions of record figure into all of this—that is, how do archiving policies (with regard to differences between pre-journal and post-journal versions) affect knowledge accuracy and transfer?

**PEER REVIEW**

Managing the peer review process is one of the major attractions and benefits of the current publisher-driven publishing environment. Would it be possible to maintain peer review in different system—perhaps one where peer review happens at the institutional level, or in an online-review environment? How? What is really needed from peer review, what are the reform options (and what do we already know about the options that have been tried)?

**EMBARGOS**

In an information system where so much information is destined for subscription journals, the assumption has been that embargos allow publishers time to recoup their investments, and also allow the press time to prepare news articles about research. Is this assumption warranted? Why or why not? Is the public interest being served by embargos? What about by embargos on federally-funded research? Are there any facts or options that haven’t yet been considered to address the concerns animating the embargo solution?

**IMPACT FACTORS**

Tracking the metrics of a more open publishing world will be key to selling “open” and encouraging broader adoption of open solutions. Will more openness mean lower impact, though (for whatever reason—less visibility, less readability, less press, etc.)? Why or why not? Perhaps more fundamentally, how useful are impact factors anyway? What are they really tracking, and what do they mean? What are the pros and cons of our current reliance on these measures? Would faculty be satisfied with an alternative system as long as it is recognized as reflecting meaningfully on the quality of their scholarship? What might such an alternative system look like?
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## Annex 3: OSI2016 Sponsors & Budget

### INCOME

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Institution or Commitment</th>
<th>Amount</th>
<th>Percent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UNESCO</td>
<td>$48,000</td>
<td>28.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alfred P. Sloan Foundation</td>
<td>$20,000</td>
<td>11.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elsevier</td>
<td>$7,500</td>
<td>4.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PressForward Institute (via Sloan)</td>
<td>$5,500</td>
<td>3.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nature Publishing Group</td>
<td>$5,000</td>
<td>3.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>George Mason University</td>
<td>$4,500</td>
<td>2.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wiley</td>
<td>$7,500</td>
<td>4.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laura &amp; John Arnold Foundation</td>
<td>$5,000</td>
<td>3.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sage Publications</td>
<td>$5,000</td>
<td>3.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Copyright Clearance Center</td>
<td>$2,000</td>
<td>1.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ResearchMedia</td>
<td>$500</td>
<td>0.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participant fees (@ $500 ea)</td>
<td>$58,000</td>
<td>34.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private donations</td>
<td>$350</td>
<td>0.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total income</strong></td>
<td><strong>$168,850</strong></td>
<td><strong>100.0%</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### EXPENSES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Expense Description</th>
<th>Amount</th>
<th>Percent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PayPal transaction fees (@19.80 each)</td>
<td>$2,297</td>
<td>1.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transportation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buses and shuttles</td>
<td>$16,964</td>
<td>10.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parking passes (40 @ $20/day x 2 days)</td>
<td>$1,600</td>
<td>0.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Campus-related</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catering (3 meals + breaks) x 2 days</td>
<td>$44,048</td>
<td>26.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT and poster board services</td>
<td>$1,350</td>
<td>0.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Musicians</td>
<td>$1,000</td>
<td>0.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thursday night entertainment</td>
<td>$9,500</td>
<td>5.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Award (plaque) for GMU</td>
<td>$200</td>
<td>0.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hotel-related</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catering minimum</td>
<td>$37,304</td>
<td>22.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Booking shortfall penalty</td>
<td>$9,590</td>
<td>5.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT services, sound, lights</td>
<td>$11,000</td>
<td>6.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Live-stream video (through GMU)</td>
<td>$1,500</td>
<td>0.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management fee (nSCI)*</td>
<td>$21,000</td>
<td>12.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Program director’s travel and lodging bill</td>
<td>$1,547</td>
<td>0.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Signage (est)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name tags (to be printed by GMU)</td>
<td>$200</td>
<td>0.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Misc extras (yard signs, OSI welcome)</td>
<td>$1,000</td>
<td>0.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Misc printing (pens, jackets, folders, etc.)</td>
<td>$8,750</td>
<td>5.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total expenses</strong></td>
<td><strong>$168,850</strong></td>
<td><strong>100.0%</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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**Why is collaboration needed? What proof is there that collaboration will succeed?**

On the one hand, it’s clear to many people who have followed the changes happening is scholarly publishing over the years that much tension and uncertainty currently exists. To this, OSI delegate Rick Anderson noted in a recent OSI listserv conversation that “All of us have an imperfect understanding of ‘the bigger picture,’ and we should...try hard both to listen to and to learn from the perspectives of those who spend most of their time working in a different part of the system than we do.”

Having a forum where issues can be discussed that reach across stakeholder groups is critical, as it is with many other societal concerns. Imagine OSI’s approach to improving scholarly publishing as being akin to auto manufacturers needing to establish common standards, or environmental regulators working toward common goals with a wide variety of stakeholders in the private sector, state and local governments, and federal and international governments.

In scholarly publishing, a variety of independent stakeholders are independently working to create a similar class of products that should ideally be interoperable and that have significance to society—the production of knowledge of consequence to medical research, industry, environmental protection, and so on, using public money in most cases. This information isn’t entertainment, nor is the type of information we’re likely to easily find in newspapers or online (without access privileges), but research that we’ve invested in, that we monitor, and from which we increasingly expect to receive a return on investment. And in the production of this good, we have no universal guidelines—no coordinating body that says how it will be done, where it will be stored and preserved, how it can (or can’t) be used, and so on.

Ensuring that this process has reasonable guidelines that protect the benefits owed to society is the best way to protect the outputs from this system.

So to create these guidelines—or at least to begin having this conversation—we need to create some kind of working group, some kind of representative body or forum that can work toward developing a system of joint responsibility for its proper care and development.

**How will the OSI model yield results?**

OSI will work together to solve difficult problems of mutual interest. Exactly how this will happen is still being discussed (the exact projects that OSI will tackle, for instance, and the governance structure OSI will follow). Something like this has never been tried before in scholarly publishing, though, so the honest answer to the question of how this model will yield results is “we don’t know yet.” At minimum, however, this effort is a catalyst, and the collateral benefits of this engagement may end up being just as important if not more so than the engagement itself. Whether through the specific efforts of OSI or through the better stakeholder interaction that OSI can help catalyze, better communication between stakeholders might result in tangible achievements such as clarifying author rights and publisher policies, promoting more transparency with regard to publication evaluation in tenure and promotion practices, strengthening
institutional repository practices, evolving peer review, or all of the above. In a system that is so interwoven and where so many actors have significant influence over policy, funding and implementation decisions, having a forum where the decision makers in these groups can communicate—or at minimum, can be made aware of the different perspectives they need to consider—can only benefit.

### What is the return on investment in OSI and the relative advantage of the approach it proposes?
Comparing the cost-benefit of OSI’s approach with other ways of expanding open access is problematic. First, OSI’s approach is intended to redress a clear deficiency in the scholarly publishing ecosystem—specifically, the lack of broad, high-level communication and engagement between stakeholder groups. As far as we’re aware, there aren’t any other programs designed to do exactly this. While it would be fair to ask how the money spent on this approach might compare with, say, spending the same amount on establishing a new open access journal, this question is like asking how spending money to improve water quality affects spending on air quality programs. There’s clearly a connection insofar as both spending programs relate to health, and insofar as budget resources aren’t infinite and we need to set priorities and make tradeoffs, but the goals of these two programs are different.

Second, OSI’s approach is not focused on improving open access, but on improving open scholarship write large. “Open access” is a specific condition of open scholarship and does not involve issues like tenure reform and peer review reform. These tangential issues are all connected and are all part of the broad reform efforts being pursued by OSI.

### What role will OSI have in this space and how will it fill this role?
OSI’s role is to bring the many stakeholder groups in scholarly communication together in conversation with a broad goal of finding common ground and coming up with workable solutions. Everything that happens as a result of this communication is a win—even the conversation itself. That these groups are agreeing to communicate at all—OSI2016 was just a first step—shows that there is broad acceptance of the merit of this general approach, but the exact mechanisms for what comes next and how have yet to be considered and approved by the full OSI assembly.

Importantly, it would be wrong to perceive that OSI is trying to supplant or surpass existing reform efforts. Indeed, one of the goals expressed by several OSI2016 workgroups was to try to integrate OSI quickly into the fabric of existing stakeholder groups to figure out how this effort can add value. It may be that OSI should try to coordinate joint actions across groups; or maybe simply connect groups through a common forum; or maybe attract partnerships through action on specific issues like tenure reform will be the best approach; or have different approaches for different issues. These conversations are ongoing and more detail is expected by the Fall of 2016.

The common denominator in all of these possible approaches is that the goal of OSI is to help make significant improvements scholarly communications quickly—not to help eventually nudge along marginal change, but to help make broad, significant, sustainable change in a reasonably short period of time.

### What is the governance structure of OSI?
OSI is a group of scholarly publishing stakeholder representatives who are working together to improve scholarly publishing. To-date, this group has just been a loose assembly of delegates. Going forward, a governance structure will be needed. A
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Answer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>What is OSI’s budget?</td>
<td>At present, OSI’s budget is the conference budget, as detailed in the annex section of this report. Support for this conference comes from delegates and from a wide variety of sponsors. Going forward, we hope to raise more money to also support staff salaries, studies, outreach, solutions development, and other items as needed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What is nSCI’s role?</td>
<td>OSI is a project created and currently managed by nSCI in partnership with the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What is nSCI?</td>
<td>The National Science Communication Institute (nSCI) is a 501c3 non-profit charity registered in Washington State. For more information, please visit the nSCI website at <a href="http://www.nationalscience.org">www.nationalscience.org</a>.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What are the proposed workgroups for OSI2017?</td>
<td>OSI2017 workgroups are currently being decided by the OSI delegate group. This information will be finalized soon and posted on the OSI website.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What are the specific action plans for OSI?</td>
<td>See Annex 5. This, too, is currently being decided by the OSI delegate group. Of immediate concern is enrolling delegates for OSI2017. This meeting will be held in Washington DC from April 18-21, 2017. We expect that 200-250 delegates will attend, with about half of these delegates returning from OSI2016.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Annex 5: OSI Action Plan (Excerpts from August 2016 Draft)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Timeline</th>
<th>Status</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Publish OSI2016 outcomes</td>
<td>Spring and summer 2016</td>
<td>Done</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Outreach</td>
<td>Summer 2016</td>
<td>Step 1 done, step 2 pending</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Start inviting delegates to OSI2017</td>
<td>Summer 2016</td>
<td>Step 1 done, other steps pending</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Quick wins</td>
<td>October 2016</td>
<td>Pending</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>OSI2017 workgroups and focus areas</td>
<td>Fall 2016</td>
<td>Pending</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>OSI2017 meeting schedule</td>
<td>Winter 2016</td>
<td>Pending</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Step 1: Publish OSI2016 outcomes

1. Finalize the OSI2016 workgroup papers and publish these online.

Step 2: Outreach (Summer 2016)

1. Circulate the OSI2016 papers and summary for comment and feedback.
2. Circulate the official OSI2016 summary report to a variety of stakeholder audiences, and encourage these audiences to share this summary with their institutions and networks for feedback/comment.

Step 3: Start inviting delegates to OSI2017 (Summer 2016)

3. Determine which audiences and individuals we still need to include.
   a. Approve the stakeholder quota system proposed in the table below. (Note: As of September 2016 this structure is being slightly modified and may end up including around 17 groups.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stakeholder group</th>
<th>% of delegates</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Research universities</td>
<td>23%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Scholarly publishers</td>
<td>19%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Non-university research institutions</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Government policy organizations</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Open knowledge groups</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Funders (public and private)</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Scholarly library groups</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Broad faculty and education groups</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Businesses</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Scholarly communications experts</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. Journalists</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. Politicians</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13. Industry analysts</td>
<td>Up to 20 per meeting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14. Authors</td>
<td>Up to 20 per meeting</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Step 4: Quick wins (by October 1)

1. Develop OSI governance guidelines for review and approval by the full delegate group.
2. Once 2017 focus points are identified, reach out to stakeholder groups to develop partnerships to move forward on these points.
### Step 5: OSI2017 workgroups and focus areas (Fall 2016)

OSI2017 workgroups will be formed early so they can begin working—leading various aspects of research or planning, making connections, and/or serving as an advisory board for admin work done by OSI. Workgroups report out to the full delegate assembly at OSI2017. Workgroups will be designed around the following tracks:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Track</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Needed</th>
<th>Delegates (250)</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Follow-up</td>
<td>Follow up ideas and recommendations drawn from OSI2016 papers, notes and conversations.</td>
<td>To the extent we can start working on these plans now, we will.</td>
<td>Groups of 10-12 delegates</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Common threads</td>
<td>What are the common themes that run through a number of presentations?</td>
<td></td>
<td>Groups of 10-12 delegates</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. New issues</td>
<td>What are the other foundational and emerging issues that weren't covered at the previous meeting?</td>
<td></td>
<td>Groups of 10-12 delegates</td>
<td>For instance, global south, Sci-Hub</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Streams</td>
<td>What are the specific needs and goals for specific streams?</td>
<td></td>
<td>Groups of 10-12 delegates</td>
<td>Possible streams: HSS, STM, authors, scientists</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Plenary</td>
<td>OSI2017 will have more opportunities for full-group conversation, and also debating broad agreements.</td>
<td>Between now and OSI2017, the structure and function of this body will need to be prescribed (and approved by the full OSI membership).</td>
<td>One group of 30 elected to an upper body as OSI reps; others are delegates.</td>
<td>The full plenary can also give delegates more opportunity to discuss other full-group issues</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. At-large</td>
<td>Observing and also helping facilitate groups as needed.</td>
<td></td>
<td>About 25</td>
<td>This group will also meet to discuss common themes and recommendations.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

With these tracks in mind, and combined with outcomes for the OSI2016 reports, there would tentatively be 22 workgroups at OSI2017 as follows (noting that this number may change):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Track #</th>
<th>Track description</th>
<th>Workgroup #</th>
<th>Workgroup description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Follow-up</td>
<td>1a</td>
<td>Dig deeper in the question of developing new spectrum measures for open impact</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1b</td>
<td>Dig deeper into the question of developing new spectrum measures for open impact</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Dig deeper into the question of developing and recommending new tools to replace the journal impact factor (and recommend possible actions between now and the next meeting)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3a</td>
<td></td>
<td>3a</td>
<td>Conduct more research (even studies or pilots to the extent possible) that will help identify which publishing services can/should be better handled by others (disaggregated)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3b</td>
<td></td>
<td>3b</td>
<td>Conduct more research (even studies or pilots to the extent possible) that will help create an evidence base to answer the question of whether subscription revenue is negatively affected by removing post-publication embargoes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3c</td>
<td></td>
<td>3c</td>
<td>Conduct more research (even studies or pilots to the extent possible) that will help answer the questions of whether a global flip using APC’s is the right model to pursue (given concerns about how this might affect access in the global south)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 3d      |                   | 3d          | Conduct more research (even studies or pilots to the extent possible) that will
3e help identify the economic impacts of open
Conduct more research (even studies or pilots to the extent possible) that will help us develop a better understanding of how the system works now, and then identify scholarly publishing standards, norms, best practices, exit strategies, incentive systems, and a future ideal

4 Identify which scholarly publishing stakeholders can work together on these and other efforts, and how (multiple stakeholders require a convening power)

5 Develop new funding models, such as a venture fund that can allow more support for joint efforts, or improve the flexibility of library budgets (e.g., by examining the efficiency of “big deals”)

6 Propose radical new repository interoperability and infrastructure solutions

7 Develop a broader and clearer description of peer review that takes into account the different needs for different stages

8 Continue exploring solutions to overload/underload (specific to research)

2 Common threads
9 Develop partnership agreements to work together to change the culture of communication inside academia (and as part of this effort, clarify messaging with regard to benefits and impacts of open)

10 Lay the groundwork for promotion and tenure reform (a framework agreement with stakeholder partners to examine the feedback loop influence of journal publishing in promotion and tenure decisions and make these evaluations broader, more transparent, and less reliant on impact measures)

3 New issues
11 The global south, the global diversity of scholarly communication, and the different issues, challenges and opportunities in underserved regions of the world

12 Sci-Hub and other rogue solutions (impacts, future)

13 Patent literature, research reports, databases and other published information. The majority of journal articles come from inside universities even though the majority of researchers are outside universities—so OSI by design has a university-centric and journal-centric bias to the perspectives being considered. Patent literature, research reports, and databases are also important sources of research information—more so than journals in some disciplines (although these still reference journal articles). As with journal articles, this information isn’t always free or easy to find and is suffering from some of the same usability issues as journal articles.

4 Streams
14 What are the unique needs and concerns of HSS scholars in this conversation and what can we do to help?

15 What are the unique needs and concerns of scientists in this conversation and what can we do to help?

5 Plenary
16

6 At-large
17
Notes:

This section substantially duplicates the content of an article written by the author of this summary, Glenn Hampson, for the June 15, 2016 issue of *International Innovation* magazine, online at [http://bit.ly/291o9z0](http://bit.ly/291o9z0). This content is reprinted here with permission. For a deeper background on the OSI project’s origins and rationale, you may also be interested in reading the original OSI paper (also written by Hampson) at [http://bit.ly/1DJwRLT](http://bit.ly/1DJwRLT).